Describing cell morphology is a tricky task, prone to misinterpretation due to subjective 14 nature of the human observer and his vocabulary limitations. Consequently, these limitations 15 actuate prevalence of non-formalized, statistically unverifiable language use. This determines the 16 reason for overlooking cell shape as a viable parameter for describing cell's functional state 17 intricacies. In this study we demonstrate the use of mathematical parameters set for describing 18 two-dimensional fractals, such as: convex hull, density, roundness and asymmetry, for 19 comparative in vitro morphological analysis of sprawled starfishes' Aphelasterias japonica and 20 Patiria pectinifera (Echinodermata: Asteroidea) coelomocytes, and bivalve's Callista 21 brevisiphonata (Mollusca: Bivalvia) hemocytes. We found that these parameters allow us to 22 describe visually distinguishable but verbally indescribable "chaotic" sprawled cell shapes.
Introduction

34
The traditional classification of marine invertebrates' hemocytes and coelomocytes 35 consists of a variety of cytological (e.g., cytoplasm granularity, nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, 36 nuclear chromatin structure), biochemical (e.g., presence of various enzymes), and functional 37 (e.g., phagocytotic ability, granule exocytosis, adhesion to a substrate) characteristics (Duarte 38 2012; Hine 1999; Martin 1990) . However, these parameters are not static, as majority of Therefore, the full spectrum of characteristics applicable to a non-specific two-dimensional one-161 bit images of "abnormal", from the viewpoint of Euclidean geometry, shapes, any of which 162 could be taken by studied cells, was covered.
163
A factor analysis grouped all parameters into 3 factors consisting of characteristics 164 describing different aspects of cell's morphology. Factor 1 included cell size characteristics, such as: Area and Hull'sPer; factor 2 was loaded with parameters describing roundness and cell 166 elongation: Round, Hull'sCirc, MMHull'sCM, and MMRadCirc; factor 3 reflected various 167 features of cell asymmetry: in50/out50 or 1/2half. The factor load was species-specific in some 168 cases, but generally, the same loadout was used for cells of all species. As a result, all 169 investigated characteristics were grouped into three categories with a detectable level of 170 correlations amongst parameters inside single category. These were categories describing cell's 171 dimensional characteristics, roundness, and asymmetry.
172
Some characteristics demonstrated high correlation levels in all studied cells, while others 173 were species-specific (Table 1) which determines the lack of correlation between these parameters in this species (Fig. 1 b-c) . standard error of some were overlapping, and those that remained could reliably separate cells 227 among two, and, more rarelyof all three species. A. japonica cells could be characterized by 228 significantly high Round, Circ, Hull'sCirc, and MMHull'sCM, and low Hull'sPer values. C 229 brevisiphonata cells could be identified by highest Hull'sPer, 1/2half, and in50/out50 and lowest 230 Circ and Density. P. pectinifera cells had smallest Area values, and average, but statistically 231 distinguishable from the rest Circ and Hull'sPer values (Fig. 2) . Table 2 ). Paired comparison using t-test always resulted in statistically significant 242 differences between cells of any two species (see Table 3 ). consequently, it's inhabitants health state (Canesi, 2007; Bouilly 2006; Isayev 1995) . 
